#39 Furman 4, Liberty 3

**Singles competition**
1. Julia Adams (FUR) def. Alexandra Almborg (LIBERTYW) 7-5, 2-6, 7-5
2. Tiffany Nguyen (LIBERTYW) def. MaryAnn Rompf (FUR) 6-4, 6-4
3. Esther Lovato (LIBERTYW) def. Georgie Walker (FUR) 6-2, 6-1
4. Madison Dillon (FUR) def. Caisey Lee Emery (LIBERTYW) 6-2, 2-6, 7-6 (7-2)
5. Maggie Pate (FUR) def. Micaela Ode Mitre (LIBERTYW) 6-4, 6-3
6. Danni Vines (FUR) def. Eloise Saraty (LIBERTYW) 3-6, 6-3, 6-3

**Doubles competition**
1. #38 Madison Dillon/Julia Adams (FUR) def. Tiffany Nguyen/Micaela Ode Mitre (LIBERTYW) 6-0
2. Alexandra Almborg/Caisey Lee Emery (LIBERTYW) def. MaryAnn Rompf/Georgie Walker (FUR) 6-4
3. Esther Lovato/Eloise Saraty (LIBERTYW) def. Maggie Pate/Danni Vines (FUR) 6-1

Match Notes:
Furman 9-3; National ranking #39
Liberty 4-4
Order of finish: Doubles (1,3,2); Singles (3,5,6,2,1,4)
Official: B Harrison/J Conley  T-2:58